WACC held an e-meeting this week. There were three proposals for review.

Members voting: Deb Flynn (Chair), Maria Diamantis, Sanja Grubacic, Mary Kiarie, Marie McDaniel, Claire Novosad

Elena Schmitt is on sabbatical leave.

I. W course Proposals:

   a. ENG 240 How to Write About Anything, Lamont
      i. Approve 6-0-0

   b. SED 375 Classroom management, Terpstra
      i. Approve 6-0-0

   c. SED 449: School-based practicum, Terpstra
      i. Approve 6-0-0

Respectfully Submitted to UCF,
Deborah Flynn (Chair of WACC)

UWIC December 17, 2015


I. Call to order ~10:15 when quorum reached

II. New Business:

   A) Biotechnology Major: Motion to approve passed 10-0

   B) Psychological Sciences Minor: Motion to approve passed 10-0

   C) BS/MS Athletic Training program: Motion to revise and resubmit passed 11-0

      Requested revisions:
1. Notifications are needed, particularly to PCH
   Related: some course names and numbers are outdated, and some listed are not regularly offered

2. We would like to see a more structured credit count, dividing not only grad and undergrad, but also being clear on required, electives, LEP embedded... (see Biotech example)
   Related: currently, there are irregularities with the courses listed throughout the document, with some appearing in one place but not others. Please standardize this.

3. Please check spelling throughout. Also, consider replacing the “clientele” language currently used to describe potential students

III. Meeting adjourned ~10:40, with thanks to Klay for his service as chair/co-chair!

Minutes submitted by K. Stiver